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Abstract In this paper I will propose the use of fuzzy logic for the creation of indexes of proximity between empirical objects and ideal-typical conceptual constructs. After having briefly introduced what fuzzy logic and fuzzy set theory are, I will discuss several interpretations of the concept of ideal type, as imagined by Max Weber and later used in social research as a heuristic tool. Then I will focus on the importance of ideal types for the development of indexes in social research. After having delineated the main points about construction and use of fuzzy ideal-typical indexes, I will exemplify with data from the classic Hall (1963) research about bureaucratic organizations. Keywords: Ideal types, fuzzy, bureaucracy



1. Fuzzy set theory and fuzzy logic Fuzzy set theory was proposed by Lotfi A. Zadeh (1965). In this theory, a fuzzy set is defined as a class with a continuum of degrees of membership. There is a clear difference between fuzzy and traditional set theory, where in the latter an object has only the two options – to belong or not to belong to a given set. Every fuzzy set can be described by its membership function, used to calculate the membership degree for each object of the set. As traditional set theory and logic are reciprocally translatable, so fuzzy set theory corresponds to fuzzy logic. In fuzzy logic, a proposition can have a truth degree between “true” and “false” (between 0 and 1, using Boolean algebra). In fuzzy logic the truthvalues "true" and "false", 0 and 1, become the extreme points of a continuous interval. Various elements of traditional logic have their fuzzy logic counterparts – operators, quantifiers, modifiers – just like there are fuzzy set operations corresponding to traditional set operations – union, intersection, and so on. With his fuzzy set theory Zadeh created an instrument for the formalization of vague concepts; so, his theory is used to deal with



operations on vaguely defined classes, on sets with uncertain boundaries. This makes fuzzy logic an instrument with a great utility for classifications, given the vague boundaries in so many conceptual operations and in natural languages used for their expression. Fuzzy logic proved to be especially useful in dealing with the complex path leading from theory to the empirical level (Ampola 2000).



2. Ideal type: history of a concept Weber introduces the concept of ideal type in 1904, in the editorial for the review Archiv fur Sozialwissenschaft und Sozialpolitik: «An ideal type is formed by the one-sided accentuation of one or more points of view and by the synthesis of a great many diffuse, discrete, more or less present and occasionally absent concrete individual phenomena, which are arranged according to those one-sidedly emphasized viewpoints into a unified thought construct. In its conceptual purity, this mental construct cannot be found empirically anywhere in reality. It is a utopia. Historical research faces the task of determining in each individual case, the extent to which this ideal-construct approximates to or diverges from reality [...]» (Weber 1922a) Weber presents this concept again in the introduction to Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft, posthumous publication (Weber 1922b). The elaboration of ideal type as a proper heuristic instrument must be set in the context of Weber’s methodological reflection, oriented towards the definition of the status of historical-social sciences, and as a part of the wider debate about method in human sciences. Building his ideal-typical instrument, Weber builds a syntheses of positivism and historicism. On one side he rejects the attempt of positivism to build sociology as a nomothetic discipline; he also rejects the psychologistic foundations and the heavy individualization of the historical fact, adopted by historicism. On the other side, Weber accepts the positivistic conception of sociology as a science based upon empirical verification, and he maintains historicistic tension towards interpretation, Verstehen. Capecchi (1966) distinguish three different ways in which Weber uses the term ideal type; the three ways lead to different concepts, defined as follow by Capecchi:



●



Generalizable, non-abstract ideal type



●



Historical, non-abstract ideal type



●



Abstract ideal type Raymond Aron (1967; see also Coser 1977, 224) also shows how Weber uses the term ideal type in three different acceptations, corresponding to three different levels of abstraction:



•



ideal types of historical individualities



•



abstract elements of historical and social reality



•



rationalizing reconstructions of particular kinds of behaviour.



The first kind of ideal type corresponds to the use by Weber of terms like “protestant ethic", “modern capitalism”, conceptual abstractions of historical and cultural specific phenomena. The second kind of ideal type is related to abstract elements of social reality, elements that are not connected to a specific historical and cultural context: in this sense, the use by Weber of concepts like “bureaucracy”, “feudalism”. The third meaning of ideal type is related to phenomena like rational behaviours of individuals, concepts usually found in economical theories. Of these three different meanings, the more relevant for elaborating social research methods is the second, the one called “generalizable, non-abstract ideal type” by Capecchi. Bailey (1994) considers it a precious tool to deal with quantitative classifications based upon the distance of empirical cases form ideal types, for example in the field of formalized comparative methods. In the following of this paper I will use the term ideal type following this meaning. Bailey considers ideal type as a sort of “perfect specimen”, having every characteristic or relevant dimension of the type and showing extreme clearness on every characteristic; he uses an example from numismatic (the example is of course etymologically adequate, considering that the term type comes from a latin term meaning coin): having selected relevant dimensions for the level of wear on coins, the ideal type of a given coin is the one - even if non existent in reality – that shows optimum level on every dimension, and can be used as a ruler to value empirical cases. Given ten binary proprieties, ideal type



is the sample possessing all ten (of course, in the hypothesis that there are no inverse correlations between proprieties). This conception of ideal type as inductively derived from empirical cases is in some way challenged, for example by Kuckartz (1991). Weber himself used tipologies emerging from empirical data, coming from statistical data too; for example, in his field researches in 1890 and 1908. Types built in this way are a different thing from ideal types, lacking the ideal-typical characteristic of “homogeneous structures of ideas”. The difference between the comparative imposition of an ideal-typical construct to reality and sintetic use of an empirical type deducted from reality corresponds to the difference between a neo-kantian approach and a phenomenological one. Clearly the ideal-typical construct, accentuating tracts of reality as found by an observer, must have an empirical coupling: the reality, upon whose knowledge ideal-typical construction is based, is in some way given. The meanings of ideal type commonly used in social research highlight the intensional enrichment of a starting concept, its unilateral accentuating, usually without deepening the synthetic nature that the ideal type has for Weber. I think that in this way there is the risk to lose the complexity of meaningful relations between the dimensions relevant for the determining of the same ideal type. It can be useful and correct to consider ideal type as a “perfect specimen”, showing every relevant dimension in the highest degree, with the caveat to consider as relevant dimensions not the quantities, directly observed, of some variable; but the modes of qualities and the intensity of relations that it has with other qualities. One thing is deriving the ideal type of an object, like the coin in Bailey's example, imagining to bring to the maximum level every characteristic used for the definition of the level of wear of the coin. Another thing is to derive the ideal type of an historical or social reality, where in addition to the typical features we have different relations – of different kinds and degrees – between characteristics. Given the weberian definition of ideal type, is clear how it's possible to operate a plurality of typifications of a phenomenon, accentuating some characteristics or some other ones, or hypothesizing different relations between relevant characteristics, so obtaining conceptual canvases – some of whom, although different one from one other, may be intrinsically coherent, respecting the requisite of unitariety of conceptual canvas, as formulated by Weber. What should drive the social researcher in adopting a specific ideal type instead of another one?



This problematic field has been evidenced by Smelser (1976): he stressed out how a common critic of typical concepts as ideal types is their “subjectivity”, their being the product of intuitions and perceptions of the social researcher, without any guarantee that other researcher (or even the same one under different circumstances) would build the same classification. For Smelser this misconception arises from considering the researcher a source of uncontrollable variations, polluting in some way the process of classification building and its application to empirical cases. What should be the selection and validation criteria for an idealtypical construct, in order to ensure its scientificity? First of all, every researcher has an implicit foundation on its own values. Moreover, being ideal type an heuristic construct, it will be necessary to consider its efficacy for the knowledge of cultural phenomena (Weber 1922); even if this criterion could lead to the risk of ad hoc justifications. On what base can be asserted the efficacy for knowledge? I think that a criterion to value it can emerge from the object of study: historical and social phenomena are the product of human actions, rationally oriented on the base of intelligible purposes from the observer, whom has the necessity to build an ideal typification around these purposes. Weber writes about Kausaladaequanz, adequacy of purposes, with the meaning of the existence of empirical relations between various proprieties composing the conceptual space of ideal type, on one side, and social reality as observed, on the other side. Weber uses the term Sinnadequanz, with the meaning of sense adequacy: the subjective interpretation of a course of action as typical from the point of view of its components and the relations between them. This definition seems to tie the criterion of sense adequacy to the third meaning of ideal type, rationalizing reconstruction of courses of behaviour, but also ideal types in the second meaning – abstract elements of historical reality – are at last structured by sense adequacy. On the phenomenological field, Alfred Schütz strengthens this position asserting that ideal types as built by social scientists about the meaningful contests of actors operating in vital worlds must be verified against causal adequacy – i.e., it must be verified if they are conforming with what is known about past experiences – and against meaning adequacy – i.e., it must be verified if they are consistent with everything else is known about social actor.



3. Indexes and ideal types: traditional approach



If we are dealing with an ideal-typical construct, validated following our theory of interest, we can decide to make a comparative quantitative use of it, measuring distance of empirical cases from the ideal type, or to measure – using dimensions taken from the idealtypical construct – the reciprocal position of cases. The first step of a traditional approach will be extracting from the ideal-typical definition the analysis unit, i.e. to determine at which level of conceptual abstraction ladder the social nexus object of the ideal type is positioned. This is necessary because the comparative procedure has sense if conducted between aggregates of the same level. The second step will be to determine relevant dimensions of idealtypical definition, and to build indicators about different dimensions. Once identified relevant dimensions of the ideal type, the following step will be to build an indictor for each dimension. Once the dimensional concepts have been transformed in variables, with the use of operative definitions, it will be possible to build an index that – combining scores of single cases on different indicators – gives a synthetic indication of the position of each case about the general ideal-typical concept. Going on in a traditional fashion, and leaving apart for the moment details about the construction of indicators and operative definitions, it will be possible to obtain an additive index of this kind: IND1 = a1+ b1+c1+…+n1 With i1…n1 the state of case n.1 about variables corresponding to previously identified dimensions, and IND1 the synthetic score associated to the same case. Of course it's possible to associate weighting factors and normalization techniques to the scores on different variables, in order to obtain comparable values even if obtained with different techniques, and whose weight on the composition of the index is proportioned to the weight of each dimension in the determination of the broader ideal-typical concept. So, on the base of operative definitions associated to indicators, it is possible to obtain for each empirical case the scores about indicators and the possible synthetic score of IND index. Let's take as an example the ideal type of bureaucracy, used by Weber (2922b). A traditional and classic way to operationalize the ideal type of bureaucracy is the one by Hall (1963); on the base of weberian text and on an analysis of secondary literature, Hall identifies six relevant dimensions of bureaucracy (my abbreviations):



• • • • • •



AUT) hierarchy of authority DIV) division of labour REG) system of rules about rights and duties PRO) procedural specifications for work situations IMP) distinction between the office (place, tools, documents) and who keeps the job: impersonality of relations; COM) the need of a specific preparation for each role: technical competence.



Hall goes on building six indicators related to these six dimensions; each indicator is derived from the sum of scores on different 5positions Likert scales, obtained submitting test batteries to members of the organizations under study (managers and workers). The score of each worker on each dimension is obtained by sum of every item on the same dimension; for each organization Hall calculates the average score on each dimension. Hall didn't build a synthetic index, being his approach oriented to emphasizing every dimension instead of obtaining a one-dimensional score. At the end of data analysis, he has the score for every organization on every dimension. Studies subsequent to Hall's one evidenced the correlation level between dimensions, clustering them in two different sets inversely related – AUT, DIV, REG, PRO on one side (bureaucratization) and IMP, COM on the other (professionalism). This approach shows the heuristic utility of the ideal-typical instrument, in the circular path that goes from theories to data and back to theory. Even if subsequent studies (Pugh et al., 1968; Samuel, Mannheim, 1970) showed how the concept of bureaucracy can be dimensioned in different ways, it remains the fundamental importance of a complex conceptual construct, explicitly built as an abstraction with which confront empirical recurrences. It should be noted that correlations between some of the dimensions were observed at the level of empirical cases, because each dimension is studied in an autonomous way, being presupposed a huge margin of semantical autonomy. When the ideal type have been operativized, it has been divided in relevant dimensions, extracting the relation between dimensions from theoretical background and verifying it afterwards, at the moment of data analysis. For how good it may be, the procedure just described leads to lose from sight what I think are two fundamental aspects of weberian ideal type, aspects that once obliterated lower its utility as a way to investigate social reality. The first aspect is being ideal type an utopic construct, not to be found in concrete historical-social reality. Using indicators of different



dimensions built in traditional ways (for example Hall using Likert scales) there is the possibility that some empirical case obtains maximum score on each indicator, obtaining the maximum theorical score and being so a “perfect specimen”. This is especially true on comparative studies with small N, where the dimensional score is given by an “expert judge” or by a restricted number of evaluators. At this point, if we meant to build an index of the proximity of empirical cases to the ideal type, the theoretical maximum score can characterize identity of empirical case and ideal type – and this would be in contradiction with the utopic nature of ideal type – or we would have an index measuring the “maximum possible proximity” between an empirical case and ideal type, without any possibility to measure or define the residual distance from ideal type to the perfect specimen. The second aspect is being ideal type an unitary conceptual frame, in which concrete phenomena are accentuated and connected. The connection cannot be considered as a mere juxtaposition, instead it needs the determination of logical relations between phenomena of which – once their presence in the ideal-typical construct is determined – must be in some way decided kind and degree of relation with other phenomena that take part in the same ideal-typical construct. With the traditional way presence and degree of a dimensional variable are determined, for each dimension, without putting in evidence the kind of relations between dimensions if not their contemporaneous presence – this from a logical point of view configures each dimension as necessary, but not sufficient. A retrospective analysis of the correlation degree between ideal type dimensions doesn't fill this gap; it can lead to the realization of a new ideal type, more coherent and less structured, but connected to a different concept than the one identified from the beginning ideal type.



4. Indexes and ideal types: a fuzzy approach If the ideal-typical constructs is a logical composition of variables (or of secondary concepts, themselves composition of indicators), it is possible to employ fuzzy logic to obtain an operative definition, translatable in natural language. For example, let's define an hypothetical ideal type T as characterized by “the necessary presence of much i and a sufficiently high degree of j, in tendential absence of k”. A case that, with respect to i, j, k variables conforms to the logical composition given in the operative definition, can be considered an empirical type associable to T ideal type. It's possible to operationalize in fuzzy terms the three dimensions measured by i, j, k variables, defining membership functions associating each case to a membership degree for the



corresponding linguistic variable, on the base of the value measured in operative field. If our research method consists in obtaining dimensional indicators by questionnaires whose items are used to build scales or scalograms, as in quantitative sociology; if our research consists in scores given by a judge panel or by the researcher himself, method more suitable to politological and historiographical comparation, in any case it is possible to use fuzzy membership functions to convert the scores of single dimensions in values belonging to the continuum 0-1.



Figure 1 – Hyperbolic membership function for an hypothetical indicator i



The use of an hyperbolical membership functions with an asymptote on 1 (fig. 1) allows us to obtain a subnormal fuzzy distribution, whose maximum membership degree can tend to 1, without ever reaching the full membership: so, no empirical case can be considered fully corresponding to the ideal type, even with respect to the single dimension taken into account – respecting so the meaning of ideal type as non-empirical (utopic) construct. The same result can be obtained also with suitably inclined linear functions; in the case in example, y=(0,9*x). The choice of the kind of function must of course be done following explicit assumptions about the trend of the latent variable hidden below the dimension.



Figure 2 – Linear membership function for an hypothetical indicator i



At this point, if our research design in addition to determining dimensional indexes also provides for their composition, we can use proper fuzzy connectives corresponding to logical connectives in ideal-typical definition we formalized: in this way it is possible to obtain, for empirical cases, the determination of their synthetic degree of membership to the set of which the ideal type represents the perfect specimen, reference sample for the comparative procedure. Going back to the example, we can see how to obtain an index of correspondence to an ideal type T defined and formalized as characterized by “the necessary presence of much i and a sufficiently high degree of j, in tendential absence of k”. The first step, as we have seen, is to obtain the membership of cases to fuzzy sets corresponding to dimensions i, j, k, with relative fuzzy membership functions. Moreover, it will be necessary to transform indicators in corresponding fuzzy variables allowing quantification of linguistic terms as “much”, “enough”, “a few”:



Figura 3 - Membership function and linguistic variable for hypothetical i indicator



(1)indT = much i AND (enough j AND few k). Assuming for simplicity that i, j, and k fuzzy variables all have the same shape, we could do an example of formalization for membership functions of linguistic determinations of fuzzy variable i: Few i:



for 0≤x≤0,2 y=5*x for 0,20,4 y=0



Enough i:



for for for for



Much i :



for x


x0,7 y=0



Let's take an hypothetical c obtaining the following dimensional (normalized) scores: ic=0,7 jc=0,6 kc=0,2



we will obtain the following membership values for linguistic variables just defined:



Score for c case membership “few” membership “enough” membership “much”



i 0,7 0 0 0,25



j 0,6 0 0,5 0



k 0,2 1 0 0



Table 1 – hypothetical cased membership in fuzzy linguistic variables



The results on table 1 can be summarized as follows: the c case belongs to the set of elements with “much”i with a membership of 0,25; with a membership of 0,5 to the set of elements with “enough” j, and with a membership of 1 to the set of elements with “few” k. Its final score on ideal-typic index indT, as in (1), will so be given by IndTc = 0,25 AND (0,5 AND 1) = 0,25 An alternative to the definition of linguistic variables as a fuzzy sets series, a topic that I will not explore in this paper, is the use of linguistic modifiers to be applied to the membership function; as an example, it can be used the following function: much i = i^2 raising i to the 2nd power as a dilatation of the fuzzy set. In case of ideal-typical bureaucratic, built – conforming to Hall (1963) – as a synthesis of logically necessary dimensions, a sinthetic index of dimensional indicators already transformed in fuzzy variables could be build using AND conjunction: (2)BUR = a AND b AND c AND d AND e AND f The operator AND, in its more used fuzzy form – the one producing as result the minimum of connected values (min), produces as well a large loss of information, giving the same result for quite different combinations of values. Let's consider for example these two hypotetical distributions with the corresponding synthetic value obtained with a (min) function:



case c d



AUT 0,2 0,2



DIV 0,8 0,3



REG 0,9 0,35



PRO 0,75 0,25



IMP 0,85 0,3



COM 0,75 0,2



BUR(AND) 0,2 0,2



Table 2 –AND composition on hypothetical cases



The first distribution describes an hypothetical c case, obtaining high scores on every dimensional indicator but the first; the second distribution describes another hypothetical case d, obtaining relatively low scores on every indicator. Using the (min) function as a fuzzy AND operator for both distributions gives us the same result for the BUR index. This shows us the necessity for methodological attentions using this kind of operator to compose synthetic indexes formalizing ideal types (in the meaning of Bailey 1994). Logical composition with min-max like connectives is used to study sufficient and necessary conditions in comparative qualitative analysis on small-n sets by Ragin (2000), and the use of this kind of connectives is starting to spread in social sciences. From the example in table 2 we see a typical situation where the number of variables taken into account is such that the loss of information obtained using min-max connectives can be considered excessive. When only the highest or the lowest between the values of various dimensions characterizes the synthetic index, without the participation of every other value, we can consider insufficient the level of representation of relationships between dimensions; and this kind of representation is specific of an ideal-typical concept. Kvist (1999; 2003; 2006; 2007) developed an application of Ragin's fQCA approach to ideal typical constructs. He considers cases as configuration of aspects, and uses fuzzy composition of these proprierties to reduce the property space to only the relevant configurations. Then, when (fuzzy) scores are assigned to cases on dimensions, it can be stated how cases are more or less similar to ideal typical configurations of aspects. The kind of tool I am proposing is quite different from Kvist's one, even if they share the purpose to use the ideal typical concept in a fuzzy way. Kvist, as Ragin, apart form negation (NOT) considers logical expressions of the causal relationships of necessity (intersection, AND) and sufficiency (union, OR), and he employs the min-max operators to deal with these kind of connections between dimensions. While union and intersection (along with negation) can be combined to express every kind of logical relation, I think that other functions should be explored for their fuzzy formalization apart from minimum and maximum. The use of minimum and maximum versions of intersection and union in fields different than small-N analysis, or when dealing with concepts characterized by a relevant number of dimensions, they could lead to the kind of information loss that I exemplified on table 2, and this -



especially on diversity-oriented researches - could be an undesidered outcome. In the technical literature about fuzzy logic we find families of function for each one of these operators – respectively, T-norms for union and S-norms (or T-conorms) for intersection, so one of the next steps I intend to pursue is the evaluing of different formalizations for the use of these operators in fuzzy applications for social sciences. Kvist stresses out how the fuzzy composition of dimensional variables allows to build a synthesis that goes beyond the mere justaposition of independent aspects of the phenomenon, and I completely agree. The synthetic procedure can be applied to data coming from superior level analysis units, instead of single cases. Let's go back to the classical Hall (1963) study, where the analysis unit is the single organization and the dimensional score is given by the mean of the scores of single respondents on 5-points Likert scales. Scores range from 10 to 50 for each dimension except the one about authority hierarchy (here AUT), ranging from 12 to 60. Moreover, in the original study, lower scores corresponds to a higher level of bureaucraticity. As an example, I take Hall's first and last case: case 1 10



AUT 33,1 38,9



DIV 29,0 35,9



REG 27,6 33,2



PRO 26,5 33,2



IMP 21,9 27,7



COM 22,5 19,3



Table 3 – Two cases from Hall 1963



Normalizing values on a 0-1 range and inverting polarity, so that 1 corresponds to the presence of the variable (highest bureaucraticity) and 0 to its absence, we obtain the following values: caso 1 10



AUT 0,56 0,44



DIV 0,65 0,50



REG 0,68 0,56



PRO 0,70 0,56



IMP 0,79 0,67



COM 0,78 0,85



BUR 0,56 0,44



Table 4 – Values from Hall 1963 normalized, with synthetic fuzzy index



Values so transformed can be used as membership degrees to fuzzy sets corresponding to each dimension. As shown on formula 2), the fuzzy synthetic index BUR could be obtained connecting each dimension with AND, that is to say BUR = min{AUT, DIV, REG, PRO, IMP, COM}. This approach presupposes the starting hypotheses of homogeneous behaviour for the latent continuous variable below each dimension, the indicator build to measure its presence in empirical cases, and the fuzzy conceptual constructs used to describe this indicators in linguistic terms. If there are reasons to suppose a lack of this homogeneity, it is possible to use proper modifiers to transform the indicator scores: these are the membership functions already presented in Fig. 1 and 2,



acting as modifiers being applied to values already comprised in the unitary interval. My hypotheses is that Hall indicators, here normalized, are not homogeneous to the fuzzy ideal-typical conceptual construct, as long as i consider it keeping in mind the part of Weber's definition referring to its “utopicity”. So, I consider necessary to apply a membership function to the values obtained on different dimensions, allowing us to express the proximity of each case to an hypothetical ideal type showing on an unreachable level the propriety underscored by the dimension. Choosing an asymptotical or otherwise subnormal function makes theoretically impossible for empirical cases to obtain full scores on a dimension, keeping the utopicity of the ideal-typical construct. In the example, the dimensional score at the level of each case (where each case corresponds to an organization) is obtained by the mean of a series of responses on 5-points scales; so it's quite hard to obtain the maximum possible score (1 on the normalized scale) because it would mean that every respondent gave the same extreme individual score; however, it's a theoretical hypotheses that cannot be excluded. So I go on applying the linear subnormal membership function showed on fig.2, y=(0,9*x). The meaning of this operation is to make correspond, on each dimension, the score with the membership value on a corresponding fuzzy set, formalized expression of each dimension; the new synthetic index is BUR2 = min{AUT2, DIV2, REG2, PRO2, IMP2, COM2} (or, that is the same, BUR2 = BUR*0,9) case 1 10



AUT2



DIV2



REG2



PRO2



IMP2



COM2



BUR2



0,50 0,40



0,58 0,45



0,61 0,50



0,63 0,50



0,71 0,61



0,70 0,76



0,50 0,40



Table 5 – Hall 1963 normalized scores, with modifier and synthetic (min) fuzzy index



Each case can be characterized on the base of its own dimension on an n-dimensional space, with n being the number of dimensions on which the ideal-typical concept has been sliced; the analysis in this way could be conducted with clustering methods. However it seems well founded the approach to the construction of a synthetic index allowing to characterize comparatively the distance of each case to the ideal-typical conceptual construct, respecting the utopic and logical connective nature of this kind of construct.



5 – Conclusions



With the method described on this paper, and here applied on hypothetical data, it's possible to build fuzzy indexes of proximity to an ideal type. The proposed approach is different from other ones found in literature, supporting the use of several kinds of ffuzzy formalizations of logical connectives, and allowing for analyses of sets with large numerosity of cases, large number of variables, and for the fuzzy formalization of traditional indicators. Using the example of the bureaucratic ideal type, with data from Hall 1963, I wanted to show how ideal-typical constructs of non-synthetic and non-utopic nature can be formalized in fuzzy terms to be subsequently synthesized with proper connectives. I focused on the need for methodological cautions for the possible information loss make possible by fuzzy synthetic indexes when applied to ideal-typical constructs, like Hall's one, when every dimension is logically necessary. In the situation, yet to be explored, where dimensions have logical relations more complex that simultaneous necessity, the approach I presented will allow to operationalize relevant dimensions in fuzzy variables, and will allow a recomposition in fuzzy indexes able to respect both the synthetic and the utopic nature of ideal type as Weber described and used it. The method I am presenting requests the researcher to make explicit choices: about the fuzzy formalization of ideal-typical construct, about the choice of membership functions and of modifiers, and about the choice of fuzzy connectives. These choices must be properly explained, but cannot be discarded as “subjectivistic”: they only give a formal dress to choices that would otherwise remain implicit and unproblematized by the social researcher.
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